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My Journey Into 
Accessibility

Voluntold
(Randomly)





Ensuring 
accessibility....not 
easy

• Technology constantly 

evolves

• Learning theory revises (all 

the time)

• The Gen Z Brain



BUT....



Accessibility

Accessibility is 
about whether 

all people can 
perceive
information and 

act on
information.



It's good for everyone



WCAG
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines

Fun read...if you're into 

coding

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG21/


What it means to we the faculty

Informs our process of 
creating stuff

(digital information)



Perceivability



This is text (not good, but...)



This is an image



This is a captioned video



This is anchor text that will take me 
elsewhere



Perceivability
≠

Understandability



Perceivability = Purpose
First step towards 

learning.



Perceivability 
in the 
classroom

I:
• Speak words
• Write text on the 

whiteboard

• Show images
• Give hardcopy of 

words
• Make sounds of 

frustration



Perceivability 
in the digital 
classroom

If it's 
accessible, we 
can 
be reasonably 
sure that any 
student can 
perceive 
our stuff.



Operable

I can act on 
this



In the classroom – I hear your words



I see your words



I read your words



It's easier 
because....





In the digital 
world

This is anchor text 
(perceive).
I can select the 
link.
Oh and...
Stop saying "click."



I'm redirected



Makes sense...because anchor text made sense.



Operability

Navigate in logical order Enter response in text box



Overlap

Reasonably certain 

that perceivable 

digital information is 

also operable...most 

of the time.



Assistive Technology



Perceivability



Not just about disability.....



Example

Wanted for Netflix
thievery.



I recently became annoyed....



I'm Gen X

Captions obstruct my view...
And...

Given that I represent one of the 
most individualistic generations 

ever....
This was a personal affront.



Seriously?





Purveyor of digital content (Verizon)

2019 survey:

•5600 people

•18 to 54 years
Streaming Media

https://www.streamingmedia.com/Articles/ReadArticle.aspx?ArticleID=131860


Captions for pre-recorded video

• Synchronized

• Accurate

• Speech-to-text has come a long way, but.....



STEM fail



Grrrrrr



Canvas Studio
D2L Media Center
Microsoft Streams

• Auto-caption

• Edit



Why is this 
both easy 
and 
difficult?

• Frequency of producing stuff

• Time crunch

• "Good enough"



Alt Text Textual substitute for non-text 

content.



Alternative text...challenging



PowerPoint autogenerated....no duh.



Image Alt Text 
Viewer for 
Chrome

• Image Alt Text Viewer 
for Chrome

• No copy/ paste

• Created by someone 
else

• Jump off point
• "Good" AI = $$$$$$$

• I am a lowly professor

https://chromewebstore.google.com/detail/image-alt-text-viewer/nhmihbneenlkbjjpbimhegikadfleccd
https://chromewebstore.google.com/detail/image-alt-text-viewer/nhmihbneenlkbjjpbimhegikadfleccd


Yes, I Wrote 
This Out

The metabolic pathway of 
glycolysis converts glucose to 
pyruvate via a series of 
intermediate metabolites. 
Each chemical modification 
(red box) is performed by a 
different enzyme. Steps 1 and 
3 consume ATP (blue) and 
steps 7 and 10 produce ATP 
(yellow)/ Since steps 6 through 
10 occur twice per glucose 
molecule, this leads to a net 
production of energy.



An image should have sufficient alternative text that 

the learner does not have to rely on surrounding 

text, including image captions, to perceive its 

purpose and it should not be redundant to the 

same information as text near the image.



So why alt text?

"Okay, well if the text around it 

does explain the image, why does 

it need alt text?"

My challenge to you....



Why do we use this in the first place?



This vs. That



Alternative way to perceive information



Tell an educator to describe this in 1 sentence

American History Art History



Low tech alternative 
to AI



Don't do this

• Start with "image of"

• The screen reader already does this



It would sound like this...

Graphic image of image of 

Abraham Lincoln standing on a 

raised platform while delivering 

the Gettysburg 

Address. Politicians are seated 

behind him. A crowd of citizens 

stand below him.



Anchor Text



Break this bad habit



Reasons

• Not all learners use a 

mouse

• Where does here take 

me?



Sounds like this



Not sure why this pops up from time to time







Do these 
3 things

• Fix your auto-caption errors.

o Punctuation

o Spelling

• Provide meaningful alternative text.

o Concise

o Context

• Avoid ambiguous anchor text.

o Meaningful independent of surrounding 

text



Keep in touch

• Debbie Dorsey

• Harford Community College

• ddorsey@harford.edu

mailto:Ddorsey@harford.edu
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